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United Way to hold
city-wide campaign

I
>•

by Peter Maassen
The Christmas season is generally noted for the spirit of giving
which is brought out in even the
most miserly of beings. When the
gift is a desperately needed one,
the satisfaction on both sidgs is
even greater. Next Thursday^ people of the greater Holland area,
including, of course, Hope College, will have the opportunity to
work for, and to give to, the
United Way.
THE
GREATER
Holland
United Way has not reached its
fund-raising goals in the past five
ycirs and is still $10,000 short of
this year's hoped-for $268,576.
The United Way hopes to make
up the deficit in a one night,
city-wide campaign next week.
This "one-shot deal," said Herbst,
executive director of the area's
United Way, will hopefully net $5
to 6,000. They need "more like
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Hope 4th among GLCA schools

LaBaugh predicts stable enrollment
by Annetta Miller
Although most private liberal
arts colleges of its size are feeling
the pinch for students, Hope
appears to be holding its own,
according to a report from the
Great Lakes College Association.
OF THE 24 member institutions ol the GLCA and Associated
Colleges of the Midwest, Hope
ranked fourth highest in the number of new students enrolled this
year, showing a 13% increase over
last year.
Three colleges reported no
change in new student enrollment,
eight an increase and 13 a decline
in the number of new students.
THE LARGEST percentage of
increase was at Colorado College
which expanded its enrollment by
41% and the smallest at Antioch
College with a 41% decrease.
Besides Colorado, Hope's 13%
figure was surpassed only by
Wooster and Kalamazoo Colleges,
with 17 and 16% increases respectively.
DIRECTOR OF Admissions
Tom LaBaugh attributed the rise
mainly to the refinement of the
recruiting program by the Admissions Office. "The whole process
has been smoothed out," LaBaugh
said.
A series of admission materials
to provide "regular reinforcement" are sent out to would-be
applicants.
LABAUGH NOTED that the
timing involved is important. The

first item a student receives is a
packet of information written by
students. These are followed several weeks later by a letter from
the Admissions Office, the academic dean, the dean of students
and the Financial Aid Office.
LAST YEAR A larger percentage of those who applied actually
enrolled, LaBaugh said. "The
number of applications did not go
up but the amount of retention
did." He cited the cumulative
effect of the poster program, in
which free Hope posters are distributed to high school students,
as another factor in the successful
recruiting of students,
It's a unique kind of admissions tool. When we started the
poster program in high schools
next year's freshmen were 9th
graders. Now they're seniors and
Hope is one of the few colleges
they've heard from."
THE ENROLLMENT situation
at present is quite an improvement over last November's which
showed a 10% drop in the number
of applications received by the
admissions office. This year appli
cations are up 6%, with 250 applications, 110 from males and 148
from females, having been received by the admissions office.
Of these, 209 applicants have
been accepted, 46 are pending and
three were offered admission into
the Step and Focus programs.
SAT scores of G.P.A.s of applicants are nearly the same as in
previous years, Ufiaugh said.

Gonzales receives
Jaycee Service Award
Alfredo Gonzales, a 26-yearold sophomore, has received the
Holland Jaycee's Distinguished
Service Award for 1974. Gonzales
will now be nominated for consideration as one of Michigan's
Five Outstanding Young Men.
Gonzales, a pre-law student,
lived his early years in Texas and
Mexico. He did not speak English
or attend school until his early
teens when he became a junior
high 4< drop-in." Since then he has
graduated from high school in
South Haven, and served in the
U.S. Army .
In addition to being a Hope
student, Gonzales serves as Executive Secretary of the Holland
Human Relations Commission and
assistant to the city manager. During the period of Gonzales* employment, inquiries to the Commission have increased more than
tenfold t o about 1,000 per year.
As President of The Latin

American
Society,
Gonzales
helped merge the society with La
Raza Unida to form one new
organization, Latin Americans
United for Progress, and presently
serves as its first president. Other
community services have included
membership
on
the Ottawa
County Mental Health Board and
on the Human Resource Council
of the Michigan Municipal League.
In nominating Gonzales for
this award, David Myers declared
that "Al's dedication is evidenced
by his determined pursuit of problem solutions even at the sacrifice
of personal interests. As his advisor, I am well aware of occasions
on which A1 has sacrificed his own
welfare at the college in order to
respond to some compelling human need. Even an ulcer and
about ten break-ins of his home
have not deterred Al from his
continuing pursuit of justice for
all." ^

ten, but we'll settle for seven,"
said Herbst.
CHAIRMAN OF the campaign
is Gary White, personnel labor
relations manager for Parke Davis.
Anyone who would like to help
collect next Thursday should call
him at 392-2375. Hot chocolate
stands will be set up throughout
the city for the volunteers.
The United Way expects a
good reaction from Hope. Hope's
professors have already contributed $5,400 this year, and
Herbst pointed out that only
three dollars from each student
would pass that total.
THE
GREATER
Holland
United Way is a conglomerate of
33 voluntary agencies which serve
the needs of the people of this
area. These agencies include:
Community Mental Health Services, YMCA, the American Red
Cross, the Salvation Army, Boy
Scouts, Campfire Girls, Leader
Dogs for the Blind, the Michigan
Heart Association, and the Children's Leukemia Foundation. A
gift can be designated to a particular agency, and all donations are
tax deductible.
' T h e way 1 can really enjoy
my good fortune to the fullest is
to pay my dues as a human
being," said White. Whether given
from generosity or responsibility,
every contribution of money or
time next Thursday night will be
gratefully accepted.

Theater dept
slates auditions

TOM LABAUGH
Baugh said.
EXACTLY HOW the application trend will translate into class
size next September is not yet
clear. However the admissions
office predicts a freshman enrollment of 590 approximately equal

to last year's. Projections are
based on previous years' enrollment trends, statistics from other
colleges and the general feelings
recruiters get from students they
__ in high
^ schools throughout
talk to
the country.TaBaugh said"

The theater department has announced audition dates for Edward Albee's play Who's Afraid of
Virginia Woolf? to be presented
next semester.
The production will be directed by Michael Menken, senior
advance directing student and is
scheduled to run February 13, 14
and 15.
Auditions are open to anyone
and will be held on Monday and
Tuesday in the Studio Theater in
the DeWitt Cultural Center from 7
until 8:30 p.m. each evening. Person s w 0 a r e
^
interested in particii
pating in the production, but are
unable to attend either night of
auditions should contact Menken.

Student reps cited

SC criticizes CLB decision
by john Scholten
At the Student Congress meeting Monday night, members expressed concern over the recent
Campus Life Board decision
against the proposal for Student
Congress financing procedure.
SC members expressed three
basic concerns with the CLB decision. Their first qualm with the
decision was that the CLB gave no
basis for their decision. The board
turned down the proposition for
congress' allocation of their own
money. Members felt that CLB
had no 'right' to tell them how to
allocate their own money.
SC member Leslie Cameron
stated "What right does the CLB
have to. tell us how we should
proceed to allocate our money?"
Second, SC members were concerned that three of the student
members of the CLB voted against
the proposal. President Jim Beran
stated, "We have a division of
power here, these students are responsible to themselves as elected
by the student body and responsible to the Student Congress."
Members felt that this created
an ambiguous role for student
representation. SC maintained
that congress is insignificant in the

whole governance process simply
because student board members
are able to vote against a majority
congress proposal. So actually
there is no student voice that is
unified.
SC member Bob Luidens noted,
"This is the most basic concern
confronting us . . . it deals with
the total effectiveness of Student
Congress." SC members felt that
the power of students was diffused in too many places. There is
no central voice of student power.
Beran called for a radical restructuring of the system.
Several other items were also
discussed at the Student Congress
meeting. Next year's calendar was
approved by the AAB. Next year
there will be two extra days in
Christmas vacation with one day
less in the Winter Break. Beran
intends to propose the same calendar for the remainder of this
school year.
Beran also noted that he had
talked with Dr. David Marker,
who chairs the status committee,
about the possibility of having
student representation on this
committee.
Beran also noted that • some
discussion had been given to the
suggestion that fees for student

theater productions be eliminated. This was highly acclaimed
by the Board of Trustees but has
not been passed by the Cultural
Affairs Board.
Secretary Kathi Machle, informed SC, that the Academic
Affairs Board had passed the suggested revisions for the Cultural
Heritage sequence. Now, students
may take two semesters of literat u r e in almost any discipline, the
history requirement may also be
in a different discipline (art history, for example), and the art
requirement may now be a performance or a studio course.
Beran also expressed great concern over the quality of participation in Student Congress. He
maintained that members were
not asserting themselves, giving
opinions and participating in the
whole Congress situation.
"If you get elected or appointed and you don't say anything, it doesn't mean a thing,"
Beran stated. "I urge all of you to
get involved at the committee
level. Put everything you have
into the committee. If it doesn't
happen there, it won't happen,
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Self-evaluation

t

SPONSORED
BY
THE
MINISTRY
OF CHRIST'S
P E O P L E

The following Ministry of Christ's People column is
written by Tim Mulder,. Mulder is chairing this
year's Christmas Tree Fund.
>
This week will be a hectic one for most of us as
finals approach and we begin to put the finishing
(touches on the numerous term papers that have
been put off until the last minute. Despite all of this
I would like to ask each one of you to take the time
to senously consider what you, as an individual, can
contribute to the Christmas Tree Drive.
THE MONEY collected during the drive will be
given to World Vision and CROP to be used in
aiding famine relief. The purpose of these two
organizations is t w o f o l d . The first is to help
alleviate the immediate situation of starvation.
Ten-thousand people die each week from starvation
in Africa, Asia, and Latin America.
The second is a long-term operation because it is
realized that gifts of food and medicine are not the
only things needed to combat the problem or to
cure it. Part of the problem is technical. Many of
the starving areas have neither the equipment nor
the know-how which is necessary to produce and
manage an efficient agricultural system.
ANOTHER facet of the problem must be dealt
with through an educational process. Many underdeveloped countries have been encouraged by their
governments to increase their population. Now
over-population has become one of the root causes
of starvation, and unless something is done to
reverse the growing trend in the birth rate overpopulation will continue to destroy more lives.
Thus, both CROP and World Vision work not
only on the grass-roots level with the people
themselves, but on the governmental level trying to
induce the world's government to enact legislation
to help remedy the situation.
TWO MAJOR programs have been planned for
this week to provide interested individuals with
more information on the famine situation. On
Thursday during the Community Hour a World
Vision film entitled < They Search for Survival" was
shown in Wichers, and on Sunday at 11:00 A.M. an
ABC-Xerox documentary distributed by CROP entitled "African Drought" will be shown in the
DeWitt Cultural Center Theatre. The film on Sunday will be a part pf the worship service for that
day.
One may well ask why he should become
involved in this drive. I think that each individual
will have to come to his own conclusion in answer
to that question. That is why I have asked you to
take the time to think about it and to come to your
own conclusion of what you should do in response
to the need.
I DO NOT propose to prescribe the action that
you should take, but I would like to share with you
how I came to a decision on what I should do. First,

one must analyze the situation to determine if a
need exists. If the need does exist, then one must
determine if he should get involved, why, and how.v
I believe that a need does exist because people
are starving to death. The more important question
then is why should I do anything about it? As a
Christian I believe that Christianity is an action
religion, and that this action is manifested in the
way in which man relates to his fellow man.
I AM reminded of the passage in Matthew 25
where Jesus said, "For I was hungry, and you gave
Me something to eat; I was thirsty, and you gave Mc
drink; I was a stranger, and you invited Me
in . . . Then the righteous will answer Him saying,
'Lord, when did we see You hungry, and feed
y o u ' . . . And the King will answer and say to them,
'Truly I say to you, to the extent that you did it to
one of those brothers of Mine, even the least of
them, you did it to me.' "
. On the basis of this passage I believe that God is
alive in man. Therefore, the way I relate to my
fellow man is the way I relate to God.
This notion clears up the misconception that
man acts out of guilt or hopes for rewards.
Christmas remiifds us that God acted out of
unconditional love when he sent his gift of Christ to
the world. Christ met man at the point of his need
and did something about it. ,
JUST AS THE Good Samaritan who found the
beaten man in the gutter and made sure that he was
taken care of. Even though he had more to lose than
to gain by his action, he did something because
there was someone in need and he was in a position
to help.
I certainly am not rich, in the American terms of
affluence, few students are. Yet I do have many
things for which I am thankful, and I do think that I
am in a position where I can be of help to someone
in real need.
YOUR contribution to the Christmas Tree Drive
this year, no matter how big or small it may be, will
be of help. This is a time for self-evaluation, to
determine who we are, what we believe and what we
do with our beliefs.
I urge you to think about the famine situation
which exists before members of the student body
and faculty come to you asking for a contribution
so that what you give will not be a spur of the
moment, or off-the-cuff gesture, but one of careful
consideration and commitment. You can make a
difference if you want to.
The drive, which is currently in progress, will
continue through Monday. Checks should be made
payable to nope College and receipts can be'
obtained from the chaplain's office upon request.
Contributions from faculty members should be
given to Dr. Eidon Greij or Dr. David Myers. If
anyone has further questions they should contact
Jan Weitz at 392-7554 or Tim Mulder at ext. 2115.

THAT'S A KICK-S SIGN YA GOT THERE-The black 'S" in the
window, seen here in the home of President Gordon VanWylen, is a sign
to grade school students of a refuge from troubles they might
encounter to o r f r o m school.

'S' means safety for
grade school children
If you have walked by President Gordon VanWylen's house
lately, you have probably noticed
a yellow, 12 by 12 inch, cardboard sign with a huge black 'S* in
the middle. The ^
for safety,
signals all elementary school children that they are free to come
into the house if they are in any
sort of danger.
It is not a signal for restroom
stops, drinks of water, or rides
home; but rather a refuge from a
storm, a biting dog, or another
person. The VanWylens became
involved in "Block Parents" when
their fifth grade daughter brought
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home Trom Lincoln school, a
paper explaining the mechanics of
the organization.
Mrs. VanWylen explained that
on the back of the sign are telep h o n e l u m b e r s of police, ambulance and the fire marshall. Not
many children pass by the president's house, probably eight at
the most, but VanWylens feel it is
important to have their home as a
"Safety" because there are few
other
possible
locations—the
block is filled with dorms, cottages and residential homes without elementary school age children.
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I WAS IN LOVE WITH A REINDEER
NAMED RUDOLPH.
I KILLED HIM.
THE STAIfS ANP THE WIN£ AND THE
COLO WI«P AN& THE Run
JUS
STUCK
OH RUDOLPH'S
NOSE.
NOBOW f t r f W/^S IN T H E SKY.
THE
T O P W A S DOWrt. AND W £ WERE
SINGlHd,
AND X PlD/V'T EVEN

Division of power
A recent Campus Life Board decision
voted down a Student Congress proposal
for allocation of funds. Concern over what
happened at the meeting, as an example of
a flaw in the present structure, was expressed by congress members at Monday's
meeting.

A conflict of interest was caused by
giving the student representative a dwal
role. If student Input in the system is
divided, enabling students sitting on boards
to override majority S.C. decisions, unity
of student voice is threatened. How effective does this render Student Congress?
Congress is justified in their concern.
Under the present operating methqd, their
decisions are a waste of time and effort
since, inevitably, power is vested in the
boards^and committees.
The present S.C. structure should be
First, students questioned the right bf abolished. It is too large for dealing with
the CLB to tell congress how to allocate issues in detail except at the task force
their money. Secondly, three S.C. members level, and it is finally ineffective when it
serving on the CLB voted against the S.C. comes to student input.
An alternative might be a student reproposal.
Beran called this a result of a "division view, enabling students with a majority to
of power." He explained that these stu- petition an unacceptable board or comdents had a responsibility both to'them- mittee decision. As other members of the
selves as elected by students, as well as to community ought to have such a method
Student Congress.
of effective input, so should students.

SEE

THE WINDMILL
UNTILL
I HIT IT.
EACH yEAR 8,000 M i n o f f «
BETWEEN
THE AGES
O f IS AND
2 5 AKE KILLED
\fJ WHDplLL
RELATED
CRASHES.
THAT'S
MORE
THAN nOHLIN*
WOLVES.
MORE
TH/\N 6UN-T0TIH6
LfiPpiAHDERS,
MOfiE JUAN ASOMIN/iBLC
3N0v</
MONSTERS.
MORE THAU
HORNY
ELVES.

" I T WAS t A S T CHRISTMAS,
™

&OM

Ministers, elders and deacons struggle to
remind their congregations and families
that gift giving and receiving is not the
reason we celebrate Christmas. They struggle to correct the vague notion propagated
by politicians that "Christmas is a time for
good will toward man" to its more exact
meaning of salvation.
^ But Christians seera to be fighting a
losing battle. Gifts continue to dominate
the Christmas scene, no matter how much

Americans pretend they have a higher
motivation for their holiday activities. And
the Christmas message so compromisingly
offered by politicians gains more popularity each year.
Christmas is a traditional, cultural, commercial affair, not a religious event. It's
time Christians faced that.
That doesn't mean, of course, , that
Christians should give up the delebration of
Christ's birth altogether. Christians should
set aside a date far removed from December 25 on which they can praise God for all
those things he did in offering his Son to
the world. They should establish a day
with no tradition save the celebration of
Christ's birth and let Christmas be the
cultural event that it is.

A pat on the back
Hope's admission picture this November
appears to be brighter than it was at this
time last year and the admissions office,
under the direction of Tom La Baugh,
deserves much of the credit.
Applications for next year are up 6
percent and although it's too early to be
sure, it looks as though the enrollment will
be at least equal to this year's.
Faced with the problems of the steadily
declining birth rate, the shift in educational
trends away from the liberal arts toward
the vocational, and the increase in operating costs, and overhead, the Admissions
Office has done a commendable job of
enhancing Hope's appeal to high school
students.
The college's 13 percent increase in new
students, the fourth highest among the 24
GLCA/ACM colleges, is a pretty good
indicator of its recruiting successes.
The admissions office has left few
stones unturned in researching effective
ways to develop a systematized recruitment program and has attempted to present the prospective applicant with a
variety of viewpoints from students, faculty and administration.
The program of mailings to high school
students, expansion of contact with
churches and alumni concerning potential
students and increase in involvement in
the admissions program by faculty, departments, and currently enrolled students, are

some of the factors that have put Hope out
in front of other respected small colleges
such asOberlin, Wooster, and Grinnel.
The stabilization of enrollment in the
middle of a critical period for Hope has
come about apparently without the cost of
lowered admission standards or decreased
selectivity.
If Hope can continue to maintain present admission trends without compromising its reputation as a distinguished
liberal arts institution, then it may well be
one of the few colleges in Tts league today
to remain financially-in the black.
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A Christmas for Christ
Sunday will be the second Sunday of
the Advent season and with the holidays
always comes the Christian lament that so
few of us remember that Christmas is the
day on which we remember the birth of
Christ, God's gift of redemption to a lost
world.
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Kissinger returns
© 1 9 7 4 , T h e Los Angeles Times S y n d i c a t e

WASHINGTON-We're having tremendous excitement in the nation's capital this
week. There is a rumor going around that
Secretary of State Henry Kissinger may^
visit Washington, D.C. Officially State Department spokesmen are denying it.
ONE ASSISTANT secretary told me,
"There would be no reason for Mr. Kissinger to come to the United States at this
time." But despite the denials, preparations
are going ahead for the secretary of state's
visit.
A cleaning woman at the State^Department told me she had been ordered to take
the sheets off the furniture in Kissinger's
office, and two of Kissinger's secretaries
have been seen at the hairdresser.
PAINTERS have been sprucing up government buildings for several weeks, and
Kissinger's security men have been checking out the State Department halls for the
last four days.
When 1 confronted the assistant secretary with all these facts, he finally admitted that there was a possibility that
Kissinger might indeed visit Washington.
"The reason why we haven't publicized it
is that Mr. Kissinger might change his mind
at the last minute and fly over the city on
his way to Paris. Then people would be
needlessly disappointed."
THE ASSISTANT secretary said that
they had been making plans for the Kissinger visit for months. "He, of course, will
meet with President Ford while he's here as
they have many things of mutual interest
to discuss.
"After their meeting the President will
host a luncheon to introduce Mr. Kissinger
to other members of his Cabinet. Following the lunch we have arranged a special
tour of the State Department for the
secretary.
"SINCE THIS is such a special occasion

we plan to give State Department employees the afternoon off so they will have
an opportunity to see Mr. Kissinger in the
flesh. You can imagine the interest here of
our people who have read so much about
this man but have never seen him.
"Mr. Kissinger will then visit his office
and have his picture taken seated behind
his own desk. After the photos, a cocktail
party will be held where Mr. Kissinger will
be introduced to foreign ambassadors stationed in Washington.
"THEN WE'VE arranged for him to go
to the Kennedy Center because he told one
of our people in Peking that if he ever
came to Washington he wanted to see it."
"Will Mr. Kissinger visit with the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee while he's
here?" 1 asked.
" I F HE'S STILL in the country he will.
His people have warned us that he may not
be able to stay for more than 24 hours, and
since this is just a courtesy visit they didn't
want us to overbook him. We do know that
President Ford has asked him to stay an
extra day, but so far this is still up in the
air."
"Why do you think Henry Kissinger is
visiting Washington, D.C., at this time?"
"WELL IN THE last few months he's
been in London, Paris, New Delhi, Damascus, Cairo, Tel Aviv, Tokyo, Moscow,
Seoul, Peking and Vladivostok, and many
people in this country felt he had been
ignoring the United States. After all, we are
a major power, but no one considered us
one because Mr. Kissinger had never been
here.
"Since President F o r d \ personal prestige was at stake, we persuaded the Kissinger people that a visit at this-time would be
a feather in the President's cap. When Mr.
Kissinger said he'd stop off in Washington
it was, for all of us in the State Department, a dream come true."
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SCMC picks
new editor
The Student Communications • and
Media Committee yesterday announced the
appointment of Mike Kincheloe to the post
of anchor editor for the spring semester.
As few members of this year's staff will
be returning next semester, we would like
to wish Kincheloe good luck in his endeavors. We would also like to call on the
student body to offer next semester's staff
pertinent suggestions • and criticisms so
they can serve the Hope community as
effectively as possible.
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missing in world of unquestioned assumptions
by Robert Eckert

doing society's thing. And that's
where we are today.
"Doonesbury" isn't very funny
HOW MANY people wear platthis week. And if you recognize form shoes because they really
the applicability of the cartoon, like them, how many people saw
you'll realize there's not much The Exorcist because they really
humor to be found in today's v had a personal interest in what it
college generation. The comic re- might say to them?
Ironically enough^ at a time
calls a time when many of us had
a good deal more faith in our- when many people are convinced
selves to change the world and a that everyone is his own person,
good deal more insight to recog- in fact, more people are acting in
accordance with external stannize the changes needed.
BUT BEFORE exploring the dards than ever before. When else
implications of today's attitudes, would we have tolerated a soap
they must first be determined. commercial that says, "It's not
There seems to be a prevailing enough to be clean, you gotta
notion that the sixties were a time smell clean."
JUST AS young people were
when young people cared about
society and that now they care getting on the right track,
only for themselves. However, the America pulled out of Viet Nam.
The shock of Nixon doing someopposite is true.
In the sixties people were look- thing right was enough to put the
ing at society's dictums and asking "hippie culture" in a tailspin. If
as individuals, "Is it right for me Nixon could do something right,
it logically followed that the socito go along with that?"
THEY WERE examining their ety represented by him could do
individual duties to such things as something right. We started liking
the military and their individual society more and listening to ourselves less.
uses for higher education.
One can't criticize unless he
Now, when so many people
complain about rampant selfish- has something to offer, so I'd
ness, there is none. Self is a better get on to that. What are we
missing entity. Society is still set- missing by allowing a society inting those dictums and this time is terested in taking our dollars to
getting away with it. Did you ever make up our minds? Honesty and
notice how many, people's idea of self-respect, * basically. We're not
being "natural" is identical to being honest about our values and
those carefree folks in Pepsi com- we've no self left to respect.
mprnaiQ?
-r
TODAY'S YOUNG person acPERHAPS the best example o f ' cepts without question assumpthis contrast revolves around the - tions that are carried on for the
phrase "doing your own thing." good of society, not the individBefore it had been sloganized, ual.
Since Hope is a "Christian colpeople really were finding the
values they chose to live by on lege" I'll deal with assumptions
from two areas, religion and edutheir own.
But upon sloganization, and cation. The religious myths we all
consequently commercialization, consider foregone conclusions are
"doing your own thing" became a probably the most obvious, and
definite concept. There quickly because of their far-reaching naemerged certain acceptable ways ' ture, the most often discussed.
FOR EXAMPLE, when someto do one's own thing. So obvione
asks, "Do you believe in
ously enough, people ended up

VanWylen names
heads of campaigns
Chairmen of the 1974 Hope
community campaigns in Holland
and Zeeland have been annoi^iced
by President Gordon VanWylen.
FLOYD FOLKERT, manager
of the J.C. Penney store in Holland, will head the Holland campaign while Vernon G. Poest,
senior vice president and treasurer
of Herman Miller, Inc., will lead
the Zeeland campaign.
The campaigns are part of an
annual effort by businessmen in
western Michigan communities to
raise funds for the current operational program of Hope.
THE HOLLAND community
campaign began Thursday, Dec. 5
and the Zeeland campaign will
start on Tuesday, Dec. 10.
"We are grateful that our businesses. and industries in the Holland-Zeeland communities provide
resources to enable Hope to maintain its commitment to contribute

God?" he means the Judeo-Christian god; t h e one who talks, walks
in the garden, loves, plans-you
know, the one who is so conveniently like a human being. But
of course he (the pronoun is
interesting as well) is, in fact, a
spirit. A spirit? WhatTa spirit? Do
any of us who are bound to
hunger, sex drives and the law of
gravity know what it is to be a
spirit?
Yet we don't find it the least
bit unusual-we accept the assumption-that a spirit does exactly the same things we do, in a
larger sense, but still the same
basic activities. Maybe all a spirit
does is drift through the universe
being cosmic. But even that implies a certain amount of physical
characteristics. We don't know
what a spirit is or does, but
millions of lives have been lost in
the name of spirits and millions of
dollars spent to their "glory."
AMERICAN society, through
its Judeo-Christian background,
has given us guidelines on how to
approach the question of God and
we've accepted them blindly.
In the sixties people were "seer
ing God" on LSD, they began
playing around with astrology,
they began considering eastern
religions, all as an effort to question those assumptions. But a
guilty conscience founded on
childhood indoctrinations created

the Jesutf freak and is bringing in
new "converts" everyday.
WHO IS CLOSER to t r u t h - t h e
person who has asked questions
like those asked here and come up
with notions of God, existence
and meaning based on his own
experiences and intuition, or the
person who has succumbed to the
Four Laws of Salvation's power to
re-emphasize childhood fears of
hell, fire and the devil?
The question of what God
actually is, is just one of many.
There's that old favorite, "What
about Africans who have never
seen the Bible?" There's the notheard-as-often, but equally thoughtprovoking, "If man's purpose is to
glorify God, once that purpose is
fulfilled, what happens next?"
ALL THESE are questions people were beginning to ask in the
sixties that have been replaced by
pat assumptions.
Education is another area that
exemplifies the trend away from
individually determined values to
values established by the status
quo.
HAVE YOU ever thought that
you were smarter than one of
your teachers, that you actually
had insights more valuable than
that particular instructor?
Haven't Christians muttered to
a prof scoffing the Bible, "If he
knew God like I do he wouldn't
say that"? Haven't dopers thought

ujioSo M t e
Christmas, 1974
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by Dave DeKok
Now that Christmas is approaching we would do
well to remember that peace on earth, good will
toward men is no closer to being universal reality
than it ever was.
BUT THERE are places where there is no war
and people still do each other acts of good will. The
United States and the Soviet Union have managed
for one more year to avoid showering each other (
with nuclear weapons. That's remarkable when one
considers how long each side has had a nuclear
arsenal, over 25 years.
Remember those bomb shelters everyone was
buying back in the late fifties and early sixties?
Remember having air raid drills in elementary
school? Today those same shelters are gathering
dust from disuse and few if any children know what
a rapidly rising and falling tone on the Civil Defense
siren means.

in a significant way to the cultural, intellectual and spiritual life
of the area," VanWylen said.
"OVER THE years the ties
between Hope and the HollandZeeland communities have been
strong. We value this association
and will continue to give of ourWE'VE COME a long way toward reducing the
selves in as many ways as possithreat
of war with the USSR, even though it comes
ble."
v
The annual support of Holland- through the balance of terror rather than through
'/
Zeeland communities to Hope disarmament.
Good will can still be found, too, if one looks
mean as much to the college as
the equivalent of $1 million from hard enough. It manifests itself in the work volun:
the college's endowment accord- teers do for charitable organizations and moneying to .William Anderson, vice, raising drives for such annual events as the United
president for business and finan- Fund and the Salvation Army Tree of Lights.
Likewise it is found in the smaU things we do for
cial affairs.
friends and strangers that we aren't required to do
Businessmen participating in and are now lost to memory.
SO YOU MAY ask, why does he say there is no
the campaigns will join representapeace
on earth and little good will?
tives of the college staff in making
In Vietnam, hundreds of people are killed weekly
personal calls on the business and
in
an unending war supposed to have ceased two
industry community in Zeeland
years
ago following the peace treaty which itself
on Dec. 10.
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to the teacher claiming to have
'been where they've been,' "But
you've never tripped"?
WE'VE ALL had feelings like
that, but society maintains the
structure of teacher over student.
We are taught to assume the
teacher actually knows more than
we do. But if that's the case what
is our own experience worth?
There are facts that some people
know and some people don't, but
insights are unique to each of us.
And each of our insights is equally
valuable.
So why does the societal structure tell us different, and more
importantly, why do we accept it?
A Ph.D. is no more than a particular experience officially recognized by society. We assume that
that experience is worthwhile. In
an educational sense we accept
the notion that the Ph.D. experience is more valuable than "knowing God," or "tripping," but
which experience teaches the
most?
AGAIN, students in the sixties
began to examine all that, but
today we've fallen back into an
easily accepted assumption of
what a liberal arts education is all
about.
Marvelous Mark in "Doonesbury" -asks, "God, what's happened to us?" That he thinks to
ask the question, and we haven't,
should be enough of a clue.
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followed the Christmas saturation bombing of
Hanoi and Haiphong.
IN THE MIDEAST Israeli citizens are still being
murdered by Arab terrorists who show off their
bravery by throwing babies out of third-story
windows and machine-gunning school children.
Israel' retaliates by bombing Palestinian refugee
camps in southern Lebanon, killing few, if any
terrorists, and many civilians.
Neither side's actions are-contributing much
toward finding an equitable solution to the problem
of creating a homeland for the Palestinians.
IN BANGLADESH, the Sahel region of Africa,
and other areas of the world a severe famine persists
which threatens the lives of millions and defies easy
solutions. Western nations, for political reasons,
cannot or will not supply the millions of tons of
grain necessary to avert the deaths, but the Third
World nations (unaligned with Russia or the U.S.)
term birthrate control proposals as genocide, even
though this is the only feasible long-term solution.
Selfishness is not solely owned by the developed
nations; the leaders of the underdeveloped nations
who castigate the U.S. for suggesting birth control
are often the richest people in dirt poor nations, it
has been pointed out.
IN THIS COUNTRY people talk seriously of
another depression, yet few are willing to sacrifice
to forestall it. Perhaps that's hard to do after seeing
the oil companies gouge obscene profits out of the
public last year but blaming others won't solve
problems requiring individual action.
These are just a few thoughts to remember as
you unwrap your gifts and eat Christmas dinner and
attend church. You may be sitting pretty, but you
may be on a symbolic Titanic as well.
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Acting set, script make Bull Moose a success
The following anchor review is
written by Dr Earl Curry assodate professor of history. He retho finn! Wr^cc rphpnrvil nf
n ^ m
u
.. . p .
Bull Moose by guest artist Frederick Gaines. The play will be
performed tonight and tomorrow
at 8 pm and next Thursday, Friday and Saturday at the same
time. All shows are in the main
theater of the DeWitt Cultural
Center.
Bull Moose, a play by Fred
Gaines which opened last night
and runs through December 14,
will at turns agitate, infuriate and
satisfy the bold and the curious. It
'
will shatter^ the complacer.;.
THERE IS music-and what
music-by Roberta Carlson with
lyrics by Gaines. But by no conventional standard can it be called
a musical. A jarring song spree,
perhaps.
The play is an explosive vehicle
with which Gaines probes the
troubled lives of the have-nots and
ponders the fate of radical protest
in a materialistic society manipulated by the haves. Music and
lyrics are liberally employed to
amplify the thematic developments.
THE SETTING for the drama
is Hell's Kitchen, a New York
slum inhabited by a cross section
of America's ethnic minorities.
The time- is 1907. Theodore
Roosevelt is in the twilight years
of his presidency, and by this time
a self-proclaimed radical.
Whether he was sincere or
merely sought to capture the leadership of the contemporary protest movement from genuine radicals and, by giving it a voice, end
it, is a subject of endless contro-

A NEW WINNER

£loM<s

TREK

versy for historians., Gaines, quite bly rhetoric is pure cant. He
clearly, thinks that Roosevelt's doesn't remember what Big Bill
radicalism was expedient.
Heywood a Wobbly leader said
,N
1807
* a m o n e y P a n i c d e " a n d wouldn t understand it if he
pressed Wall Street and radicalism did. He just knew that Heywood
ranks
of industrial aroused him. When Mr. Drake,
played
superbly by William
w o r ) c e r s i n the form of the InterTeWinkle, tries to buy his loyalty,
n a tional Workers of the World,
known affectionately as the Wob- Danny is tortured by temptation.
blies.
DRAKE personifies at once the
Only the latter is ever ex- rapacious businessman and the deplicitly injected into the play. The ceiving politician of this or any
rest provides a brooding backdrop later time. He is Bullmoose. He is
for the play and Gaines speaks up T.R. and the financial interests he
to his audience, relying on its served by voicing radicalism in
intelligence and imagination to order to suppress it.
TeWinkle's handling of this difgrasp the impressions.
ficult role is intelligent and stylIN TO HA VE and Have Not,
Earnest Hemingway has Harry ish. His looks are too good to
Morgan denouncing the economic project
the
mephistophelian
.
>1
«
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i.1
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1 Jay
To*/ Gould
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cynicism
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i
i
conditions
of
the
an(
soc a
j ^ q ' s that have forced him into would need a paunch to affect the
criminal pursuits. When charged greed and power of a Pierpont
radicalism, Morgan replied, Morgan. But his performance
overcomes these obstacles and his
i
a n ' t n o radical. I'm just sore,
sinister purpose is made unmispVe been sore a long time."
in Bull Moose, Fred Gaines takably clear.
DRAKE KNOWS the weakeems
to suggest that this "soreS
nesses
of his intended victims.
n e s s " i s the fatal flaw of most
radical protest movements in They have little and their chief
twentieth century America. Ex- purpose is to preserve that. From
cept for the erstwhile Socialists, it his father, Drake has inherited the
has been a radicalism without Black Rabbit Saloon. Its emideological content.
ployees, four ladies of highly
THE WOBBLIES, for all their questionable reputation and a barsocialist rhetoric, were basically tender, are all concerned about
"just sore." Once they acquired a the security of their positions,
few more dollars a week, the eight Drake reinforces their apprehenhour day, paid vacations and a sions by making it known that
taste of the "good life," they changes are in store.
He wants to employ the ladies
changed their name to the Conin
a fashion that will remove any
gress of Industrial "Workers and
went respectable just as the Amer- remaining questions about their
ican Federation of Labor had be- reputations. To achieve this, he
fore them. Today, they provide a first puts pressure on Madame
played
by . Cheri
significant portion of the "Wallace "Joe,"
vote."
Chenoweth. As the title indicates,
Gaines dramatizes this soreness "Joe" is the superintendent of the
without ideology of the have-nots, work of the other ladies.
Danny Taptoe, played energetCHENOWETH'S Madame Jose
ically and comprehendingly by is no baud in the manner 6f the
American
madame.
Rich Hoehler, is an Irish immi- stylized
Rather,
she
projects
the
discreet
grant ex-gigolo turned Wobbly.
charm
of
a
mistress
of
one of
Danny, as captured by Hoehlerand Gaines-moves mercurially those cozy little bistros in and
from mood-to mood; at one point around Place Pigalle.
Drake purchases Mme. Joe
he is all bragadoccio and bluster;
at the next he is all wit and with a new dress. She protests
charm ; at yet another he is tor- that it makes her "look a whore"
mented by an awareness that his in a vain attempt to preserve
early Hopes and dreams are as dust appearances and dignity. But
Drake is relentless and merciless.
and ashes.
THE WOBBLY dissent he She wears the dress and becomes
voices defines his place and pro- his reluctant, hesitant tool in
vides a convenient explanation for bringing the others around.
THE OTHERS are Mary, Anna
his improverished lot in life and a
slender hope that it can yet be and Lubya. Mary is played by Bev
changed.
Kerlikowske. She sings with gusto
Out of Danny's mouth, Wob-. and gives her character brassiness,

mijm

a hard gaiety and the forlorn and influential.
The remainder of the play unpluckiness characteristic of the
folds the conflict of conscience
frail sisterhood.
Anna is played perfectly by with self-interest as Drake's
Amy Mills as a naive young girl charges and the hangers-on at the
dazzled by the gaudy clothes and saloon wrestle with the problem
unaware of her fate. She is all the of whether to resist Drake's efother denizens of the Black Rab- forts to send Lubya away.
DANNY Taptoe finally decides
bit Saloon in their early bloom of
to resist and persuades the others
hope and optimism.
FINALLY, there is Lubya, to follow his lead. But it is too
movingly portrayed by Kim Zim- late. Lubya has left on Ikt own
mer. It is a subdued and melan- accord" and just as Danny finishes
choly performance except when his fiery speech, he and the others
she sings which she does with are informed of her death.
Far from being resolved, the
great confidence and a bell ringing
voice. Lubya is wizened and sad conflict raises all the questions
pending throughout the play. Was
with the burden.
It is Lubya that Anna turns to Danny's speech more rant, more
for counsel and to express her . bluster? Would the ladies of the
enthusiastic hopes for the future. night, the bartender, the vendor,
Lubya wants to tell her the truth have pushed their dissatisfaction
about what is expected of her but to its logical conclusion? Or,
can, not. The child would not could Drake have bought them off
understand and it would spoil the as he had before with another
little time Anna had Jeft to enjoy dollar a day?
THE FINAL, rousing, musical
the fantasies of her own creation.
The exchanges between these two number, "Don't let the bastards
get you down" does not resolve
are touching and well executed.
LUBYA IS pregnant-exquis- the matter. The song title beitely so-and though one of speaks of endurance, not revoluMadame Joe's "best girls," she is tion. This conclusive note is a
source of stimulation and rings
of no use to Drake.
Bolt, -the bartender, is played true to life.
The direction of ,the play by
by Phil Magee as a "McTeague
Don
Finn deserves praise. The
like character, slow witted but
powerful. He is known to have complications created by the
given Drake's beer away and is, musical numbers and the presence
like the others, threatened with on stage of players not directly
loss of employment.
involved nn a scene are handled
ALONG THE way two other with understated finesse. The castcharacters are introduced who ing of the players, with a minor
contribute significantly to the . exception, was done wisely,
play's success.' Malcady, an Irish Where casting did fail, direction,
cop, is played by Kurt Gybitz. He costume and set design won the
affects a very good Irish accent day.
and exudes a reckless and obsequiTHE SET, designed by Richard
ous nature common to public Smith, is simple, functional and
servants easily purchased by pow- successfully establishes the mood
erful businessmen. Vanilla, a push- of gaudy gloom that characterized
cart vendor, played unobstrusively the "mauve decade." The Black
by Jerry Bevington, is a sounding Rabbit Saloon is .i hangover from
board for Drake's misanthropies, the I S ^ O V t h e crisis years that
For a time, all of these char- gave rise to the different radicalacters vie for Drake's largesse and isms of Theodore Roosevelt and
the first act concludes with each of the Wobblies.
singing a plea to Drake that "he
There are flaws in orchestral
leave the rest and just take me." accompaniment and the central
GAINES ; IS no romantic. In conflict over Lubya's fate does
Bull Moose, he submits that the not emerge early enough in the
poor are not particularly virtuous, play. But on the whole, Bull
Self-interest is a universal motivat- Moose is a lively, entertaining and
ing force. But his play is compas- provocative production. Gaines'
sionate, too. He suggests that they intelligence, sterling performances
have less control over the condi- by TeWinkle, Hoehler; Chenoweth
tions that govern their lives than and Zimmer, the music of
do the more fortunate. They are Roberta Carlson and the singing
victimized by both their own fol- of the entire cast are sufficient to
lies and the greed of the powerful appeal to a wide range of tastes
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Three profs awarded

Marker announces fellowships
Three members of the faculty
have been awarded teaching fellowships under the Great Lakes
Colleges
Association
Faculty
Development Program according
to Provost David Marker.
RECEIVING THE awards are
Patrick Harrison, assistant professor of psychology; Hubert Weller,
professor of Spanish; and George
Kraft, associate professor of physical education.
The three-year Faculty Development Program to support excellence in teaching and learning is

funded by participating colleges
of the GLCA and a grant of more
than $400,000 from the Lilly
Endowment, Inc., of Indianapolis.
LOCAL
FELLOWS
were
selected by Hope with the advice
of GLCA coordinators. The recipients of the awards will attend
seminars with colleagues from
other GLCA schools, a monthlong workshop next summer, and
will engage in their own projects
to improve their teaching skills.
Harrison will develop computer
simulations for use in psychology
courses. He will modify a simula-

tion package developed at the
University of Michigan called
EXPER SIM. It provides an opportunity for students to run experiments in behavioral modification without waiting years for the
effects of the experiment to take
place in human development.
WELLER WILL also experiment using the computer to reinforce audio-lingual review in the
Spanish language.
Kraft will attempt to develop
competency based instructional
programs for the physical education activity programs at Hope.

McCombs art Recycled furs among
to be shown
Bruce McCombs, assistant professor of art will exhibit his work
at the Grand Rapids Art Museum
during December.
The show, consisting of 28
recent prints and drawings, is
McCombs* 16th solo exhibition
since he joined the Hope staff in
1969.
The exhibition will, open Sunday, Dec. 8 from 2-4 p.m.
McCombs was also recently included in a group exhibition held
at DePauw University, Greencastle, Ind.

Holleman
announces winners
of auditions
Winners in the collegiate auditions of the Michigan Music
Teachers Association have been
announced by Jantina Holleman,
associate professor of music who
chairs the contest.
The auditions were held at
Hope the weekend of Nov. 22-23
with Ruth Rus of the Calvin
College piano faculty serving as
judge. Winners are eligible to compete at the divisional and national
contests.
Daniel Smith was judged the
winner in the piano artist category. He is a student of Dr.
Anthony Kooiker, professor of
music.
Susan Hermance won the voice
artist category while-Kathy Cornell was the winner in the voice
category. B o t h , are students of
Carroll Lehman, assistant professor of music.
Alfred Fedak was judged the
winner of the organ artist cate• gory. He is a student of Roger
Davis, associate professor of
music.

conservation measures
"Recycled Furs" reads a sign
on the David L. Nolton Fur Shop
on River Ave. The recycling is
two-fold, said Mrs. Nolton. The
bulk of their business is remaking
and restyling used fur garments.
Because fur is more durable than
cloth, fui^ from an old garment
can be used to make a new one,
she said.
They also sell used fur coats,
not restyled, that were made in
the 1940s and the 1950s. Last
season about 80 of these opats
were sold to college and high
school students. Nolton said the
shop also sells garments made
from new fur.
No one is more aware than the
furrier of the need to protect
animals, Nolton said. If a species
is wiped out, the fur industry
loses a source of fur. The policy
of the United States Fur Industry
is that no fur of an endangered

Species, as, determined by the
International Union for Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources, will be used or sold in the
U.S.
This was stated in the labormanagement contract negotiated
in 1972. In 1969 the U.S. federal
government forbids the importation and use of any animal threatened with worldwide extinction in
the "Endangered Species Conservation Act." Fur from spotted
cats, such as the tiger and leopard,
is no longer used in the U.S.
About 80 percent of the fur
used in American garments is ranch
raised, not trapped, according to
Business Week, November 20,
1971. Mink is one of the most
common ranch raised animals.
Nolton also pointed out that fur
comes from a renewable natural
resource-animals. Artificial fur is
made from petroleum by-products, she said.
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"Day of the Dolphin'
Starring
George C. Scott
(PG)
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Women's athletics
by Jeff Stewart
In the relatively calm confines of our peaceful
programs to supplement the established varsity
campus we have been jolted by an issue that
teams. They are even demanding equal facilities t o
threatens to be even bigger than the current shock
those luxurious facilities the men now eryoy. How
wave that has rocked the Hope community, of
can they have the gall to ask for equal facilities.
whether or not to enjoy lettuce with our meals. This
OUR WOMEN have their very own field for field
problem seemed minute, however, when the student
hockey complete with stands. I realize that the
body decided that with the joy of eating at Saga it
stands
could be expanded to handle the overflow
didn't really matter if we had lettuce or not.
crowds
but you can't have your cake and eat it too,
I PERSONALLY did not even notice the absence
can you girls?
of lettuce when there were such other mouthWhere do women's athletics fit into Hope's
watering delicacies like soybean hamburger and
"goals
and purposes?" Hope's athletic philosophy IT'S ALL IN THE WRIST-Brian Vriesman was good on this shot as
garbonzo beans provided by Jess Newkirk and his
p n s along the line that it is nice to win but more Hope defeated Trinity Christian College 106 to 74 Wednesday night in
staff (at no extra cost) to keep our minds off the
important to build character and-have a good time. the Holland Civic Center.
absence of lettuce.
Judging
from the women's field hockey record this
Now for the bombshell. Hope's women feel they
past season there must have been much room for
are being short-changed by a lack of varsity sports
character
building and comaraderie.
and women's coaches on our own campus. How
ridiculous! A quick look at the current situation will
IN ALL fairness t o the women they did defeat
show that our women are all wet.
MSU's number two team which gives out scholarFIRST LET us look at the budget. The present
ships.. What they did fail to mention was that this
men's budget is estimated to be somewhere around
victory fell on the same day of the Ohio State-Michigan State game when most of the number two team
$45,924 to pay for nine varsity sports. This even
by Randy Kleiman
men which include sophomores
attended the football game. Hope's coaches were
includes cheerleading (primarily women) where the
Jeff
Schmidt, Steve Vander Hyde
unaware that the girls were replaced on the hockey
department provides another $511 to put these
This
past
Saturday
evening,
and
Chris
Van Singel; and freshlovely ladies in front of the public to spark our nlen - field with volunteers from MSU's weight watcher's
Hope's
cagers opened
their men Kevin Clark, Jim Holwerda,
club.
on to greater heights of performance. The current
Ed Ryan and John Savage.
1974-75
season
with
a
disappointI personally (in all seriousness) must agree tnai
budget for women's athletics is approximately
ing
loss
to
Concordia
by
a
score
of
Coach De Vette sees the MIA A
our women are gettjng the shaft. But at this time I
$6,406.40 for archery, basketball, field hockey,
54-53.
as tougher this year than last, and
Softball, tennis and volleyball.
feel that not only our women but our entire student
But,
being
early
in
the
season,
once
again expects Calvin, last
body should be more concerned with obtaining a
Now let us look at the staffing of these sports.
Russ
De
Vette,
in
his
22nd
year
as
year's
title holder, to be the
The men have, eight coaches for nine sports.
new athletic facility rather than increasing our
head basketball coach at Hope, is toughest opponent to be encurrent expenditures to increase women staff.
However, all eight fill at least a dual coaching
looking
forward to an excellent countered. Regarding Hope's bid
capacity. The women have two coaches with Cindy
THE DEMAND for a new facility has been long • season.
for the league championship De
Bean and Sandy Parker to handle five sports.
overdue. Anne Colyer who has been a participant in
The Dutchmen have six return- Vette said, "Potentially, we have a
However they never mention the number of women
women's athletics for four years said that she would
ing
-lettermen which include good opportunity to upset Calvin
who turn out for these sports in relation to the
rather see a new gym first and then an expansion of
seniors
Willie Cunningham, Jerry for the title."
number of men out for varsity sports.
women's athletics. I agree. Our current gym is
Root and Brian *Vriesman, who
Next, the Dutch meet Lewis
MORE IMPORTANTLY they have the services
deplorable.
was
an
all-MIAA
selection
last
University
in a game that will be
of a trained physiologist in Larry Green and also the
The only bright spot is that the gym is free of
year;
junior
Dan
Van
Pernis;
and
played in Lockport, 111., tonight
services of Norm Japinga who, at their every whim,
disease. This is due to the fact that of the many
sophomores Dwayne Boyce and
and Wednesday, Hope will meet
will drive them to parts unknown to battle their
diseases that have ventured into Carnegie, all have
Jeff Waterstone.
enemy.
Aquinas in the Holland Civic Cendied. Let s put our priorities in the proper perspecDe
Vette
also
expects
support
ter.
Our women feel they need more money, more
tive to get a new gym that will attract more athletes
from many promising underclasscoaches and the instituting of varsity softball, J.V.
to Hope and then give our women their lone
tennis and volleyball to be able to build up their
overdue recognition.

Hope cagers lose first
game to Concordia
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ALLEN'S BARBER SHOP

RAZOR CUTTING - HAIR STYLING
HAIRPIECES - LAYER CUTTING
Appointments Daily
Closed Wednesday—RK Products Recommended
ITW. 16th
396-5095

I

RECORD SALE..
Elton John's Greatest Hits
John Denver's Greatest Hits
Styx-Man of Miracles
The Sting
Jefferson Starship-Dragon Fly

Kosk

12 W. 8th St.
Holland

LIST
SALE
S&StT $4.29
jfeWf $4.29
$&91f $4.29
S&ST $4.29
$4.29

TOMKsv

LOCATtO IN IKOWNJTONE ALUY
621. en. St. Hi. 392-4524. O p n M a n . - F r i .
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Candles
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Christmas
BOTH YOU AND YOUR FAMILY
WILL ENJOY
PICK ONE FROM OUR WIDE
SELECTION OF
HANDCRAFTED CANDLES
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178 River Ave., Next to Prince's Restaurant
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